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Founded in 2007 PROMStahl GmbH is a company based in 
Gehrden near Hanover (Germany) that stands for new qual-
ity and service standards in loading technology, production of 
machinery and equipment and steel construction. The company 
management and staff have long and extensive experience in 
these highly specialized fields. Continuous product and tech-
nology improvement lead to cost-effective solutions, guarantee 
a good return on investment and make PROMStahl a reliable 
partner for long-term cooperation.

The innovative character of our products, individual planning 
and support, certified manufacturing quality, professional in-
stallation, regular maintenance and reliable service prove our 
competence.

PROMStahl GmbH specializes in designing, manufacturing 
and installation of docking equipment and steel structures for 
the European market. Products manufactured by PROMStahl 
GmbH comply with all European standards. They already 
meet future requirements set by the European Committee for 
Standardization (CEN).

Our dock levellers have successfully undergone load tests 
in accordance with the German Association for Technical  
Inspections (TÜV) regulations based on the relevant DIN EN 
1398:2009-07 standard.

PROMStahl – your solution provider
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A perfect system for every situation

Loading ramp
PAS – loading ramp with swing lip leveller
PAT – loading ramp with telescopic lip leveller

The combination of the PAT (PAS) loading ramp with a PT or PS stationary dock 
leveller is a new product offered by PROMStahl. It is a result of 15 years of expe-
rience in dock leveller design and manufacturing. The loading ramp is a complete 
docking system which is installed as a self-supporting unit in front of the door 
opening so that the storage area of the building is extended.

Loading ramp with side steps
PAS – loading ramp with swing lip – stepped version
PAT – loading ramp with telescopic lip – stepped version

The stepped version of the PROMStahl loading ramp enables docking of various  
types of vehicles and is used when the loading height of the vehicle is lower 
than the height of the loading station. The stepped version guarantees trouble-free  
opening of the vehicle doors after vehicle dock-in.

Hydraulic dock leveller
PS – leveller with swing lip
PT – leveller with telescopic lip

The hydraulic dock levellers PS and PT designed and manufactured by PROMStahl 
are indispensable in logistics for quick loading and unloading. They bridge the 
gap between the lorry bed and the building and at the same time compensate for 
differences in height. The platform and the lip are made of tear plates and can be 
used for all loading situations.

Optionally available: insulated version.

Drawbridge leveller
PPVA · PPV  – laterally sliding drawbridge leveller
PPFA · PPF  – stationary drawbridge leveller
including PZS guide rail

PROMStahl drawbridge levellers are suited for internal as well as for external 
docks and are used when small or medium differences in height between the 
dock edge and the vehicle bed have to be bridged.

PS

PT

PAS

PAT

PAT

PPVA · PPFA
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Loading house 
PLSU · PLMU – single or multiple system without insulation 
    (profiled sheet material)
PLSI · PLMI  – single or multiple system, insulated (panels)
PLSX · PLMX  – single or multiple system (frame only)

The PROMStahl loading house is a housing system that combined with the load-
ing ramp forms an independent docking system that can be installed in front of 
a building and includes all components of a docking system: dock leveller, dock 
shelter and sectional door. These components, together with the housing represent 
a complete docking system that compared to the standard internal ramp offers 
significant advantages.

(illustration with dock shelter)

Mechanical dock shelter
PMV

Different sizes of loading/unloading openings of warehouses and the docked 
vehicles result in gaps that need to be effectively sealed. Dock shelters protect your 
goods against the adverse effects of wind and rain. An integrated rain channel 
allows lateral drainage of the rain water. Energy efficiency is one of the positive 
side effects that can be reached thanks to this type of dock shelter. It is delivered 
pre-mounted in three parts and can easily be installed at the façade. This particular 
design guarantees considerable cost and time efficiency.

Alcove-mounted dock shelter
PMN

The PMN alcove-mounted dock shelter is installed directly in the recess of the build-
ing so as not to disturb the continuity of the façade and improve the overall ap-
pearance. This type of dock shelter is made of aluminium sections mounted to both 
sides and to the top edge of the recess. The shelter can be set in concrete, steel or 
installed using a special fixing system. The high-durability, 3 mm thick curtains are 
made of 2-layer, PVC-coated fabrics. Warning stripes on the front section of the 
dock shelter facilitate the vehicle dock-in procedure. This type of dock shelters is 
delivered in three pre-mounted parts and can easily be installed at the façade. This 
particular design guarantees considerable cost and time efficiency.

Inflatable dock shelter
PWI

The PWI inflatable dock shelter combines optimal sealing characteristics with 
a wide range of applications. Inflatable side and top cushions seal the loading 
opening providing almost airtight connection. That’s why these dock shelters 
are ideal for cold stores and air-conditioned warehouses. Summer heat, winter 
cold, draught, dust and insects are kept out of the warehousing facility. This type 
of dock shelter is delivered in three pre-mounted parts and can thus easily be 
installed at the façade. This particular design guarantees considerable cost and 
time efficiency.

PWI

PMN

PMV

PL
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Further leveller systems

Mechanical eco leveller
PECO

The PECO type (PROMStahl ECONOMICAL) dock leveller with swing lip suggests 
itself for loading and unloading a vehicle with a bed the height of which only 
slightly differs from that of the dock. The PECO leveller is therefore the perfect 
solution for fleets with vehicles of nearly identical lorry bed heights.

Laterally sliding aluminium drawbridge leveller
PKBS

The PKBS laterally sliding drawbridge leveller is made of aluminium, designed 
for bridging small and medium differences in loading height and can easily 
be operated by just one person. This leveller can be moved laterally and is 
positioned vertically at the ramp edge when not in use. Having a load capa-
city of up to 40 kN, maximum differences in heights of up to 135 mm can be 
compensated for.

Mobile container dock plate 
PQM

The PQM mobile container dock plate is especially designed for container 
loading and unloading. This dock plates compensates for height differences 
between yard level and the container bed. The PQM dock plate is made of 
durable welded steel and provided with an anti-slip tear plate. For loading/
unloading it is positioned by means of an industrial truck.

Mobile dock plate
PHFB

The PHFB mobile dock plate is designed to bridge height differences of up to 
130 mm. It is made of a durable aluminium alloy and covered with an anti-slip 
layer; thanks to its low weight it can be used for a wide range of applications. 
If requested this plate can be equipped with rolls facilitating transport between 
different loading positions.

PECO

PQM
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Industrial door systems
PDAI  – sectional ISO door
PDAA  – sectional ALU door
PDTR – roller shutter
PDAS – high-speed door

PROMStahl employs the latest technologies to design and manufacture section-
al doors. They stand out for their robustness and their high quality. All doors
can be individually confi gured and optimally adapted to the specifi c situation 
on site. It is already in the planning phase that you are provided with a com-
prehensive documentation prepared on the basis of your data.

PDAI

PDAA

Mobile yard ramp
PAR · PARP

The PAR and PARP mobile yard ramps offer the possibility of loading and 
unloading trucks, containers or railway wagons directly from yard level. The 
entire manoeuvring and loading/unloading process can be managed by just 
one person. These ramps are made of robust welded steel and the whole driving 
surface consists of stable grids that are optimally dimensioned and hence suited 
for heavy loads.

Scissors lift
PSH 

PSH scissors lifts are sophisticated CAD-designed modular systems that meet 
the latest European standards. Their most important characteristics are their 
durability, operational precision and their long service life; all these features are 
available to our customers at an optimum price/performance ratio. Our new 
equipment packages make it easier for you to select the table suited best for 
your specifi c case of application, e.g. use as an assembly table, loading table 
or production table. The PSH scissors lift is available with a single scissors or 
double scissors system.

Industrial door systems
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Buffers
PGF – rubber element on hot-dip galvanized plate
PBGP  – rubber element without hot-dip galvanized plate
PGB · PGV  – fl oating / height-adjustable buffer
PGS  – spring steel buffer
PGFS – buffer with protective housing

Buffers are designed to absorb impact during the dock-in process protecting both 
the vehicle and the docking system. Their steel parts are hot-dip galvanized.

PGF PGS

PGB PGV PGFS

Bollards
PAFP

The PAFP bollards represent a simple, durable and inexpensive way to limit and 
secure roads and passage ways. Thanks to their high-stability structure, these 
bollards may be applied as an effective means to protect machines, racks, pillars 
or building corners against vehicle collision. All protection bollards are stable, 
hot-dip galvanized steel structures which are also available with an additional 
safety painting (yellow and black).

Vehicle guides 
PEFE · PEKE – length = 2,000 mm (ECO) – straight version
PEF · PEK – length = 2,550 mm – angled version

The PROMStahl vehicle guide series allow accurate vehicle dock-in at the load-
ing bay. They prevent damage to the dock shelter, ramp, building or the vehicle. 
Their smooth surface also protects the vehicle tires and rims. All parts are hot-dip 
galvanized.

PEK

PEF

Dock lights
PV 01 – energy saving lamp (20 W)
PV 02 – halogen light (300 W)

Insuffi cient lighting can be very dangerous. The PROMStahl dock lights guarantee 
perfect lighting of the docking area and of the lorry bed.

Accessories

PAFP

PV 02

PV 01
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Control unit
PBES 1 MV – for swing lip systems (PS · PAS)

The PBES 1 MV control unit has an IP54 protection rating and is equipped 
with LEDs indicating the applicable maintenance periods. This control unit is 
prepared for dock leveller release functions, equipped with one solenoid valve 
(400 V) and has an auto button; it comes with a 10 m cable. Additionally, this 
control unit is provided with a CEE plug with phase converter enabling connec-
tion of additional equipment e.g. wheel chocks, traffi c lights, dock lights and a 
door locking feature.

Control unit
PBES 2 MV – for telescopic lip systems (PT · PAT)

The PBES 2 MV control unit has an IP54 protection rating and is equipped with 
LEDs indicating the applicable maintenance periods. This control unit is prepared 
for dock leveller release, equipped with two solenoid valves (400 V) and has an 
auto button; it comes with a 10 m cable. Additionally, this control unit is provided 
with a CEE plug with phase converter enabling connection of additional equip-
ment e.g. wheel chocks, traffi c lights, dock lights and a door locking feature.

Traffi c lights 
PBEA

The risk of serious accidents during loading and unloading does always exist. 
The combination of wheel chocks with traffi c lights provides optimum safety in the 
loading area at low cost. Moreover, the traffi c lights also support the driver during 
the dock-in process. They indicate the distance to the dock leveller and thus avoid 
damage to vehicles, buildings and docking areas.

Wheel chock
PZK

The PZK wheel chock equipped with a position-dependent ultrasonic sensor and 
connected to the control unit via a robust cable guarantees safety during the 
whole loading and unloading process. As soon as one of the rear wheels of 
the lorry is stopped by means of the wheel chock, the leveller control function is 
“released” so that operation of the dock leveller can be started.
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Hydraulic dock leveller with swing lip (PS)

Tapered lip

The most cost-effective way to reduce the contact area of the swing lip is to provide it with tapered 
edges. This option offers 125 mm bevels on both sides.
(recommended for NW ≥ 2,200)

Fold-down segments

Our PS dock levellers are also available with fold-down segments. In this case the lip consists of a 
central element and two side elements (located on the left and right hand side). The side elements 
fold down independently of the central element. The lip width is reduced by 125 mm on each side 
so that vehicles with narrow beds can also be loaded and unloaded. When the lip returns to its 
rest position, the side elements are automatically locked with the central element so that the central 
element and side elements are lifted together during the subsequent swing-out process.
(recommended for NW ≥ 2,200).

Dock leveller LL = 400 LL = 500
NL LH A B A B

1750 700 250 325 130 370

2000
600 250 290 - -

700 290 340 190 360

2500
600 310 270 - -

700 360 330 270 340

2750
600 335 270 - -

700 390 330 290 330

3000
600 360 270 - -

700 430 330 320 330

3500 800 520 350 410 360

4000 900 570 350 450 360

4500 900 620 350 360 500

Nominal width (NW) 1750, 2000, 2200, 2250 for all sizes                                                               (all dimensions in mm)
Load capacity for all dimensions: 60 kN (dynamic), 84 kN (static)
Other load capacities and sizes on request.

NL

LH

OL

A

B

LL

NW

NL Nominal length

NW Nominal width

OL Overall length NL + (LL – 65)

L L Lip length

LH Leveller height

A Level equalisation above dock

B  Level equalisation below dock

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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Hydraulic dock leveller with telescopic lip (PT)

Tapered lip

The most cost-effective way to reduce the contact area of the telescopic lip is to provide it with 
tapered edges. This option offers 125 mm bevels on both sides.
(recommended for NW ≥ 2,200).

Retracting tongues

Our PT dock levellers are also available with retracting tongues. In this case the lip consists of a 
central element and two side elements (located on left and right hand side). The side elements 
move backwards independently of the central element. Thus, the lip width is automatically reduced 
by 150 mm on each side so that vehicles with narrow beds can also be loaded and unloaded. 
When the lip is fully retracted, the side elements are automatically locked in their original position 
so that the central and side elements are extended together again during the subsequent
loading process. This option is only available for LE = 500. 
(recommended for NW ≥ 2,200)

Dock leveller LE = 500 LE = 1000
NL LH A B A B

1750 700 250 350 – –

2000 600 300 290 360 360

2000 700 315 405 390 480

2250 700 300 405 360 470

2500 600 350 270 410 310

2500 700 350 400 410 460

2750 700 450 400 520 450

3000 600 430 250 500 280

3000 700 450 400 520 450

3500 800 520 400 590 450

4000 800 500 410 560 450

4500 800 500 410 555 450

Nominal width (NW) 1750, 2000, 2200, 2250, 2400 for all sizes                                                     (all dimensions in mm)
Load capacity for all dimensions: 60 kN (dynamic), 84 kN (static)
Other load capacities and sizes on request.

NL

LH

OL

A

B
NW

LE NL Nominal length

NW Nominal width

OL Overall length (NL + LE)

L E Lip extension

L H Leveller height

A Level equalisation above dock

B  Level equalisation below dock

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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Frame types

We offer a wide variety of different frame types designed for all conceivable methods and systems. All installation options are 
available for swing lip levellers (PS) and for telescopic lip levellers (PT).

T leveller frame to be embedded in concrete
Fast and clean installation in one step

≥3
50

3000

D
H

PW
PL PL

PW

PD

with tail-lift recess without tail-lift recess PL Pit length
PW Pit width

DH Dock height
PD Pit depth

≥3
50

3000

D
H

PW
PL

PW
PL

PD

W leveller frame to be welded in
The frame can be mounted to the floor slab already before installation of the dock leveller. The leveller is then just welded to the 
pre-installed frame. Pit preparations are identical for T and W-type frames so that maximum flexibility is guaranteed.

with tail-lift recess without tail-lift recess PL Pit length
PW Pit width

DH Dock height
PD Pit depth

PL
PW

3000

≥3
50

D
H

F flat frame to be welded in
For easy replacement of existing dock levellers. With the F-type frame the existing leveller is removed from the pit and replaced by 
a correspondingly narrower and shorter one. The existing frame can still be used if its load capacity is sufficient. Thus, concrete 
work is not required.

PW

PL

PD

with tail-lift recess without tail-lift recess PL Pit length
PW Pit width

DH Dock height
PD Pit depth

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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B box frame
No need to prepare a standard installation pit. Preparation of the building floor slab is much easier as cladding work is not 
necessary.

LH

NW+130

NL+55

NL Nominal length
NW Nominal width

LH Leveller height NL Nominal length
NW Nominal width

LH Leveller height

P frame mounted in the pit 
Fast and cost-effective installation of the leveller. Recommended for levellers without tail-lift recess.

PW

PL
PD

without tail-lift recess
PL Pit length
PW Pit width

PD Pit depth

Electrical preparations (by others)

1

4

2

3

5
1 Electrical control unit (supplied)

2 Cable conduit (by others)

3 Wire conduit
 Minimum internal diameter 50 mm.
 Angled pipe ≥ 45° (by others)

4 Mains supply: 3/N/PE AC 50 Hz   
  400 V/ CEE 16A
 Mains fuse: D0 10 A gL
 Motor power: 0,75 kW (PS) 
  1,5 kW (PT)

 Cable: 3 x 0,75 mm2 (PS)
  7 x 0,75 mm2 (PT)

 Motor cable:  4 x 1,5 mm2

5 Door/dock leveller light sensor* 

* Option

PT

NL+40

NW+130

LH

PS

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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Loading ramp with swing lip leveller (PAS)

LL = 400 – Lip length
NL 2000 2450 3000 3500

LH 700 700 700 800

A 290 345 430 520

B 340 320 330 350

OL 2400 2850 3400 3900

NW all dimensions 1750, 2000, 2200, 2250

MW all dimensions 3300, 3500, 3600

Load capacity for all dimensions: 60 kN (dynamic), 84 kN (static)                                                          (all dimensions in mm)
Other load capacities and dimensions on request.

LL = 500 – Lip length
NL 2000 2450 3000 3500

LH 700 700 700 800

A 190 255 320 410

B 360 335 330 360

OL 2500 2950 3500 4000

NW all dimensions 1750, 2000, 2200, 2250

MW all dimensions 3300, 3500, 3600

Load capacity for all dimensions: 60 kN (dynamic), 84 kN (static)                                                          (all dimensions in mm)
Other load capacities and dimensions on request.

DW

NV

HL

053≥

MW

OL

LL

NW

D
H

A

B

AW

NL

NV Loading ramp nominal length (NL + 20)

NL Dock leveller nominal length

NW Dock leveller nominal width

OL Overall length

LL Lip length

LH Leveller height

DH Door width

DW Torbreite

MW Loading ramp module width

A Level equalisation above dock

B  Level equalisation below dock

AW Installation angle*

*  All loading ramps are available with standard installation angles of 90°, 45°/135°, 75°/105° and 60°/120°.
 Further angles are available on request.

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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Loading ramp with telescopic lip leveller (PAT)

LE = 500 – Lip extension
NL 2000 2450 3000 3500

LH 700 700 700 800

A 315 350 450 520

B 405 400 400 400

OL 2500 2950 3500 4000

NW all dimensions 1750, 2000, 2200, 2250, 2400

MW all dimensions 3300, 3500, 3600

Load capacity for all dimensions: 60 kN (dynamic), 84 kN (static)                                                          (all dimensions in mm)
Other load capacities and dimensions on request.

LE = 1000 – Lip extension
NL 2000 2450 3000 3500

LH 700 700 700 800

A 390 410 520 590

B 480 460 450 450

OL 3000 3450 4000 4500

NW all dimensions 1750, 2000, 2200, 2250, 2400

MW all dimensions 3300, 3500, 3600

Load capacity for all dimensions: 60 kN (dynamic), 84 kN (static)                                                          (all dimensions in mm)
Other load capacities and dimensions on request.

NV Loading ramp nominal length (NL + 20)

NL Dock leveller nominal length

NW Dock leveller nominal width

OL Overall length

LE Lip extension

LH Leveller height

DH Dock height

DW Door width

MW Loading ramp module width

A Level equalisation above dock

B  Level equalisation below dock

AW Installation angle*

*  All loading ramps are available with standard installation angles of 90°, 45°/135°, 75°/105° and 60°/120°.
 Further angles are available on request.

DW

NW
NVOL

MW

B
A

LH

LE

AW

D
H

NL

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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Loading house (PL)

NV 2020 2470 3020 3520
TH* 3975 3840 3640 4000 3865 3665 4025 3890 3690 4050 3915 3715

DH  950 – 
1050

1100 – 
1250

1300 – 
1500

950 – 
1050

1100 – 
1250

1300 – 
1500

950 – 
1050

1100 – 
1250

1300 – 
1500

950 – 
1050

1100 – 
1250

1300– 
1500

MW all dimensions 3300, 3500, 3600

* dimension of insulated version                                                                                                       (all dimensions in mm)

The loading house is a housing system that combined with  
the loading ramp forms a stand-alone docking system that  
can be attached to the building. It comprises all the  
components of a complete docking system: dock leveller, dock  
shelter and sectional door. Together with these elements the 
loading ramp and the housing system represent a complete and  
sophisticated docking system that depending on the  
individual loading situation offers  decisive advantages over 
conventional internal ramps.

Loading houses can be fitted to new buildings as well as to 
existing ones. They extend the storage space available and at 
the same time provide the building with thermal insulation.

Hot-dip galvanization of the whole steel frame system is stand-
ard. Water drainage systems and façade elements matched to  
your building are also available as optional equipment.

MW

NV

N
HTH

M
H

 >
 4

50
0

(r
e

c
o

m
m

e
n

d
e

d
)

D
H

NW

NV Loading house nominal length

 (NV = NL + 20 mm)

MW Loading house module width

NW Dock leveller nominal width

TH Wall connection height

DH Dock height

MH Dock shelter installation height

*  All loading houses are available with standard installation angles of 90°, 45°/135°, 75°/105° and 60°/120°.
 Further angles are available on request.

Illustration with dock shelter

Available versions
PLSU · PLMU – single or multiple systems without insulation 
   (trapezoidal sheet)
PLSI · PLMI  – single or multiple systems, insulated (panels)
PLSX · PLMX  – single or multiple systems (frame only)

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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Mechanical dock shelter (PMV)

Different dimensions of warehouse openings and of the  
docked vehicles result in gaps which have to be sealed in the  
best possible way. The front and the rear frame of the  
PROMStahl dock shelter consist of high-stability extruded  
aluminum sections connected to each other by means of  
bracing arms. The curtains are 3 mm thick, made of highly 
wear and tear resistant double-layer PVC-coated cloth and 
mounted on a flexible frame. Thanks to the adaptable roof and 
the parallel guide systems the front structure moves backward 
in the case of inaccurate docking, hence preventing damage 
to the dock shelter.

The front part of the dock shelter is provided with warning 
stripes to facilitate the dock-in process. An integrated rain 
channel allows lateral drainage of rainwater. The standard 
version of the dock shelter is provided with a slit in the left and 
right-hand corner. Partially or completely slit top curtains are 
optionally available. The PMV dock shelter is pre-mounted and 
delivered in just three parts; therefore, it can be mounted to the 
façade very fast and easily.

Considerable savings regarding time and money are the  
decisive advantages of this design.

NW

B B

B

A

N
H

A

A

C
D

H

M
H

ND

B-B

D

A-A 

NW Nominal width

NH Nominal height

ND Nominal depth

DH Dock height

MH Installation height

A Top curtain height

B  Side curtain width

C Door height

D Door width

NW NH ND A B
3200 3200 – 4700 600/900 1000/1200 600

3250 3200 – 4700 600/900 1000/1200 600

3300 3200 – 4700 600/900 1000/1200 600

3350 3200 – 4700 600/900 1000/1200 600

3400 3200 – 4700 600/900 1000/1200 600

3450 3200 – 4700 600/900 1000/1200 700

3500 3200 – 4700 600/900 1000/1200 700

3550 3200 – 4700 600/900 1000/1200 700

3600 3200 – 4700 600/900 1000/1200 700

Further dimensions are available on request.                                                                                      (all dimensions in mm)

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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Inflatable dock shelter (PWI)

The PWI inflatable dock shelter combines optimal sealing  
characteristics with the greatest possible variety of application 
possibilities. The inflatable side and top cushions provide air-
tight contact with the loading/unloading opening. This type 
of shelter is thus ideal for temperature-controlled warehouses 
to seal against summer heat, winter cold, draught, dust and 
insects. The benefits are substantial savings on energy, an 
improved working environment, perfect production and safe-
ty conditions. Moreover, the shelter reduces the risk of unau- 
thorized personnel entering the warehouse through the  
loading bay doorway, hence minimizing loss through theft.

The front and the rear frames of the PWI inflatable dock shelter 
consist of high-stability extruded aluminium sections. The side 
frame is extemely robust and made of 40 mm insulated panels. 
The inflatable top and side cushions automatically adapt to the 
vehicle size enabling perfect sealing of different vehicle sizes. 
Thanks to these advantages the inflatable dock shelters repre-
sent a good investment and guarantee a fast ROI.

The PWI is delivered in three pre-mounted parts so that instal-
lation at the façade is fast and easy. Thus, this particular design 
guarantees considerable savings in time and money.

45
0

B

Console (option)

E

2100/2300

47
0

D

A

C

A B C D E
3500, 3700 3600, 4000, 4700 775 1350, 1750 700

Further dimensions are available on request.                                                                                      (all dimensions in mm)

A Outside width

B Outside height

C Depth (projection from building façade)

D Height of top cushion (inflated)

E Width of side cushion (inflated)

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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B
A

NW
NL

B
A

NW
NL

Laterally sliding drawbridge leveller (PPVA · PPV)

Stationary drawbridge leveller (PPFA · PPF)

Drawbridge levellers are suited for internal as well as for ex-
ternal docks and are used when small or medium differences 
in height between the dock edge and the lorry bed are to be 
compensated for.
The PPV and PPVA levellers are mounted in a guide rail, in-
stalled at the edge of the dock and are laterally movable. These 
types of leveller are available for the most common competi-
tor profiles, i.e. complicated and cost-intensive replacement of 
existing guide rails is not necessary.
The PROMStahl PPF and PPFA drawbridge levellers are fixed to 
ramp head by means of a steel hinge; for loading and unload-
ing they are lowered onto the lorry bed using an operating 
rod. The lips of the PPVA and PPFA versions are equipped with 

aluminum sections to guarantee perfect adaption to lorry beds 
even if the vehicles are not accurately positioned.
The weight of the drawbridge leveller is compensated for by 
means of pressure springs so that it can be operated by just 
one person.
All levellers with nominal width of 2000 mm and more are 
equipped with two rods allowing operation by two persons. 
Whenever the leveller is not in use, it is stored in its vertical 
position at the edge of the dock and secured by means of an 
automatic locking mechanism. All steel elements of the draw-
bridge dock leveller are hot-dip galvanized. PROMStahl dock 
levellers comply with latest version of the European standard 
DIN EN1398.

NL NW A B
1250 1500 1750 2000 175 245

1500 1500 1750 2000 225 295

1750 1500 1750 2000 265 340

2000 1500 1750 2000 310 390

Load capacity for all sizes: 60 kN.                                                                                                    (dimensions in mm)

NL Nominal length

NW Nominal width

A Lev. equal. above dock

B Lev. equal. below dock

PPVA PPFA

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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Mechanical eco leveller (PECO)

The PECO mechanical eco leveller (PROMStahl ECONOMIC-
AL) belongs to PROMStahl’s wide product range and is espe-
cially suited for loading and unloading vehicles with beds the 
height of which only slightly differs from that of the dock. The 
PECO leveller is therefore the perfect solution for fleets with 
vehicles of nearly identical lorry bed heights.
Fast installation and the possibility to integrate it into already 
existing loading situations are among the big advantages of 
this type of leveller.

The PECO leveller is mechanically operated by means of a 
gas spring so that it can be easily operated by just one per-
son without any problems: the platform is lifted with the swing 
lip automatically swinging out in its uppermost position and 
coming to rest on the lorry bed. During the loading and un-
loading process the PECO leveller is in its automatic floating 
position, i.e. it follows the height fluctuations of the vehicle.
The PECO leveller meets the requirements of the latest Euro-
pean standard DIN EN 1398.

NW

D
H

MW

NW

D
H110

100

700
400

90

250

25
025

0

250
90(50)

50
0

250

90

50
0

250
90(50)

type R type P
Nominal length (NL) 485

Nominal width (NW) 1750 2000 2250 1750 2000 2250

Modular width (MW) 2300 2550 2800 – – –

Load capacity for all sizes: 60 kN.                                                                                                 (all dimensions in mm)

Optionally available: lip with steel segments (40 kN), lip with aluminium segments (60 kN).

Options:

Rubber buffer: 500 x 250 x 90 mm
 250 x 250 x 90 mm

Polyethylene buffer: 500 x 250 x 50 mm
 250 x 250 x 50 mm

Options:

Rubber buffer: 500 x 250 x 90 mm
 250 x 250 x 90 mm

PECO type R
(mounted to the ramp edge)

PECO type P
(mounted in a pit)

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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Laterally sliding drawbridge leveller (PKBS)

The PKBS laterally sliding drawbridge leveller manufactured 
by PROMStahl is designed for bridging loading areas with 
small or medium differences in height and may be operated 
by one person.

This leveller slides laterally and is stored vertically at the edge 
of the dock when not in use; its load capacity is 40 kN; the 

maximum difference in height that can be compensated for 
amounts to 135 mm.

This type of drawbridge leveller is made of durable weather-
proof aluminium alloy and meets the highest requirements 
of modern goods traffic. The automatic lock/release system 
prevents accidental fall-down of the device.

H
 m

ax

L

12,5%

H
 m

in

12,5%

NL

120

U 120

Nominal length NL Nominal width NW Min. difference in height Max. difference in height
410 1250 1500 – 70 + 30

535 1250 1500 – 90 + 45

785 1250 1500 – 120 + 75

910 1250 1500 – 135 + 90

Load capacity for all sizes: 40 kN.                                                                                                    (all dimensions in mm)

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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Mobile dock plate (PHFB)

The PHFB mobile dock plate is designed to bridge differences 
in height of up to about 145 mm. The dock plate is made of 
a durable aluminium alloy with an anti-slip layer; thanks to its 
light weight it can be used for a wide range of applications.

This mobile dock plate can also be delivered with rolls facilitat-
ing transport between varying loading areas.

170
L

170

H
 m

ax
H

 m
in

L

B

Length  L Width B  Height difference H 
min.                           max.

625 1250, 1500 – 55 100

750 1250, 1500 – 70 115

1000 1250, 1500 – 100 145

Load capacity for all sizes: 40 kN.                                                                                                   (all dimensions in mm)

Nominal length 
NL

Nominal width
NW

Overall length 
OL

 Max. level
equalisation A

1435 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, 2300, 2400 1935 240

2000 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, 2300, 2400 2500 300

2450 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, 2300, 2400 2950 360

2900 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, 2300, 2400 3400 410

Load capacity for all sizes: 60 kN.                                                                                                  (all dimensions in mm)

Mobile container dock plate (PQM)

The PQM dock plate is designed for container loading and 
unloading. This equipment compensates for the difference in 
height between yard level and the container bed. The PQM 
dock plate is made of durable welded steel provided with an 
anti-slip tear plate.

This dock plate is moved towards the container by means of 
an industrial truck. The integrated slots enable quick and easy 
transport. The PROMStahl PQM mobile container dock plates 
meet the requirements of the latest versions of the European 
standard DIN EN 1398.

OLNL

A

NW

PHFB with wheels PQM

We reserve the right to make technical modifications
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PROMStahl certifi cation

PROMStahl products are certifi ed by independent testing institutes and meet your and our high quality requirements.
Our manufacturing plants are certifi ed in accordance with the ISO-9001 standard.

www.promstahl.de/webshop

Open 24/7!

The new                             Webshop

It takes you just a single click to order our complete loading solutions
including dock levellers and dock shelters. Moreover, we offer you a 
wide range of accessories and spare parts for your loading equipment, 
such as buffers, wheel guides, wheel chocks, control units, dock lights.
Come and visit our website!



Ronnenberger Straße 20
D-30989 Gehrden
phone +49 (0) 5108 879 270
fax +49 (0) 5108 879 2710
info@promstahl.com
www.promstahl.com

Dealer/Agent:


